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Overview
The recently-released Visual Composer patch for SAP NetWeaver 7.0 SP Stack 14 includes a new feature
than enables the modeler to trigger events between nested iViews via the out port of the nested iView. The
means of achieving this is based on using Signal Out elements within the nested iViews. The result is that
the iView containing the nested iView triggers an action assigned the Signal Out name each time the Signal
Out is updated, and thereby “listens”’ for the action.
This article describes a model that implements the Signal Name as Event feature in a number of cases. It is
a simple illustration that points out the benefit of this feature. I describe the specific use case of the model,
explain the model logic, and then point out how Signal Name as Event is used.

The Use Case
A small-business owner has been leasing a number of cars for his business for 10 years. She has worked all
this time with the same car agency, which has streamlined its operations to enable on-going customers to log
onto the agency database, search for a new car to lease, and then find what is available, where, and how
much the lease costs.

Steps in this Scenario
1. The customer logs on to the leasing agency database and her credentials are verified. Once this
happens, the system displays the Enter Car Details view.

2. In the Enter Car Details view, the customer fills in a set of dropdown lists to select the general details
(year, size, color, type of motor, mileage and so on) of the car she wants, and then clicks Submit. The
Submit event sends the information to the Agency Inventory data service and also triggers the
transition to the Place Order view.
3. The Agency Inventory data service sends the results (including car price and location) to a table in the
Place Order view, showing all available cars that match the customer selections.
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The customer can select the row of the car she is interested in, and can click an icon in the View Map
column of the row, to display a popup window with a URL iView showing a map to that location.
4. Upon finalizing her choice and selecting the appropriate row, the customer clicks Place Order (she can
also click Back to change the car leasing requirements, going back to the Enter Car Details view).
When she clicks Place Order, the transition to the final Print Order step is triggered, and all the car
details are sent through the Place Order signal to the Order Form in the Print Order view.
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5. The customer then reviews the details in the formal order form, and clicks Print to print out the order
form, sign it and transfer it to the branch from which the car will be leased.

The Model – Overall Description
The model on the Design board is a four-step wizard that looks like this:

•

Step 1 - Log On to the leasing agency system.

•

Step 2 – Enter Car Details: A view that enables the user to select from a list of attributes to define the
type of car wanted.

•

Step 3 - Place Order: The user views the returned list of cars that match the attributes submitted and
selects the car he/she wants to lease, including checking the location of the selected car.

•

Step 4 – Print Order: The user prints out the order of the selected car, which serves as a preliminary
order form for it at the agency.
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Implementations of Signal Name as Event:
•

Log On view (step 1)

This is a reusable nested iView that enables customers to fill in a form with their User Name and ID,
and have a data service of user names verify the log on. When the credentials are verified, a True
signal is sent to the LogOn out signal / Out port of the view, and the LogOn transition is triggered,
displaying the second – Enter Car Details – view.
•

Place Order view (step 3)

This nested iView receives parameters returned from the Car Inventory web service, and channels the
data from the nested iView port / Input signal to a table, which listed rows of data matching the
customer requirements. This table has a double functionality:
{
The customer can select a View Map icon on any line to display a popup window containing a
URL iView that shows a map to the city listed in the Location column of the table. It contains a
Close icon so that the customer can retain the table and check out a number of different
locations.
{
When the customer selects a line of the table that contains the data that matches her
requirements, she clicks the Place Order button, which sends the Place Order signal to the
PlaceOrder port, thereby triggering the transition to the final, Print Order, view.
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In summary,
This model illustrates how the new Signal Name as Event feature – introduced in the Visual Composer SP
Stack 14 patch – can connect between nested iViews, and thereby enable the reuse of certain of these
model components. By naming an out port of a nested iView with the same name as an event, you can send
parameters between different nested iViews within a containing iView, “reusing” iViews as standardized
nested elements.
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